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Larger publicly listed E&Ps
including North Sea
portfolios available
following the oil price fall
In addition, set of fiscal
stimuli 2015: A) supple mentary charge (SCT)
reduced by 10% in addition
to 2% reduction last year,
restored to the pre-2011
rate of 20%; B) Petroleum
Revenue Tax (PRT) reduced
to 35%, C) Further Cluster &
Investment Allowances to
apply beyond CapEx
expected. However, even
the creators of the North
Sea rescue plan sombre
Ergo, increasing importance
of more careful portfolio
selection, management
selection, M&A execution
skills and financial
engineering beyond the
basic tax credit game, in
order to utilize the full set
of fiscal stimuli.
Attention to
complementary
geographies required

Return

Private equity risk / reward matrix in the North Sea
No pure play strategy optimal; each bears significant risks. An optimal strategy achievable through careful portfolio structuring to match
mgmts’ core competences, disciplined deal execution, and fiscal synergies between exploration, development and production assets.
a) Predominant focus on exploration (+ D and/or P)
b) Predominant focus on development (+ P)
Pluses

Significantly de-risked assets bearing tax
credits in the UK tax regime. IRR improved if
combined with production

Minuses

If too early (long from production) relative
to exit and versus CapEx; PRT and SCT
reductions irrelevant

Fiscal
stimuli

1) SFA typically applying to satellite fields
around a producing field (e.g. Greater
Catcher); 2) NFR (New Field Relief) against
supplementary charge triggered on first
production, offsetable against all company’s
income (i.e. applicable to income from any
field in the cluster); 3) Cluster Allowance
applying to HPHT a significant leaver, as it
applies to costs incurred from 3 Dec ’14

Exit
strategy

1) Strategic: to a producing co to utilize
credits (selling the company not asset), 2)
IPO post combination w mature production,
but beware abandonment liabilities

Pluses

Blue sky, Choice of UK & Norway

Minuses

Few exploration basins of scale in the UK; PRT and SCT cuts irrelevant

Assets

Barents Sea, Greater Catcher …

Fiscal
stimuli

1) SFA; 2) NFA; 3) Basin-wide ‘Investment Allowance’, but only if the
company is tax paying (so not applicable to pure exploration plays),
and applicable to income from the field in question; 4) financial
support for seismic surveys in under-explored areas

Exit
strategy

1) Exit to a producing co or 2) buy production to offset latent tax
credits, but again beware abandonment liabilities

c) Predominant focus on mature production (+ E and/or D)
Pluses

Greater choice of largest assets, carve-outs from Majors; Both PRT and
SCT reductions highly accretive, but only if company not reinvesting

Minuses

Decommissioning uncertainties; premature abandonment risk

Assets

Apache NS, BG North Sea …

Fiscal
stimuli

1) Losses on decommissioning carried back to 2002, current losses
carried back only 1 y; 2) Decommissioning relief deed on defaulting
partner

Exit
strategy

Sale to a smaller exploration or development play

However, even an optimal North Sea strategy is not optimal relative to global comparables, due to higher costs in the North Sea relative to
ca. $50-$60 oil price in 2017 and slow oil price recovery expected thereafter, more limited choice of quality assets in the North Sea and
more cumbersome abandonment liabilities in mature assets in the North Sea. Ergo, strategies with less mature production, and more
material exploration and development assets most attractive.
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